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B U I L D I N G 
TOOLS FOR LIFE

SNAP-ON®

AUTOMOTIVE SCANNER 
DIAGNOSTICS CERTIFICATION
The Snap-on Automotive Scanner Diagnostics Certification raises the bar for 
technical training for students entering the automotive repair industry. The 
course curriculum enables students to acquire TOOLS FOR LIFE they need 
to unlock the full potential of these sophisticated tools, and provides the 
insight and experience required to service computer-controlled vehicles.

Today’s vehicles require computerized diagnostics to accurately identify 
problems. As the leader in aftermarket automotive diagnostics, Snap-on has 
developed hands-on classroom training and advanced lab exercises to master 
this powerful diagnostic tool.

A majority of technicians who use scanning equipment know only 20-30% of 
the tool’s capabilities. When students complete their certification, they can 
show employers they have hands-on experience as scanner power-users.

COURSE CONTENT INCLUDES:

n  Scanner controls and navigation
» Engine, transmission, ABS and more
» Menus, capabilities, configured settings

n  Vehicle communication software
n  Cause and effect
n  Component test meter navigation
n  Navigating ignition scope options

» Set up and navigate lab scope
n  Troubleshooting techniques
n  Hands-on operation of:

»  SOLUS Edge® — use a full 
range of scan tool functions, 
with high-resolution data 
graphing, detailed code 
definitions and OEM-specific 
coverage.

»  VERUS PRO® — brings together 
a scanner, oscilloscope and 
troubleshooter with Windows® 
operating system. Manage the 
job and shop with one system.

Snap-on S-Tech certifications provide 
a return on technical education 
investment through hands-on training 
and state of the art tools and equipment. 
The Snap-on Automotive Scanner 
Diagnostics Certification connects directly 
to the following academic subject areas:

n Auto Collision Repair & Refinishing
n Automotive Maintenance Technology 

Students earn Snap-on S-Tech 
certifications as proof of achievement. 
These NC3-backed, stackable credentials 
increase employment potential and on-
the-job productivity in industries such as:

n Automotive Repair
n Fleet Maintenance
n Light Equipment 
n Racing
n Small Engine

For more information and to find  
the certification school nearest you, 
please visit www.education.snapon.com,  
or email: education@snapon.com.

Automotive Scanner Diagnostics
Snap-on certifications are compatible with other industry recognized 
certifications. Certifications are developed and administered with NC3 
(National Coalition of Certification Centers). 


